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Abstract

Principals often bargain through agents, and past work suggests that such bargaining too

often ends in costly impasse. We present experimental evidence that the agent-selection

process which precedes bargaining can be a significant driver of failures to reach agreement.

We find that principals select overly aggressive agents, such that those sent to the bargaining

table are more polarized in their views than are potential agents in general. Agent-selection

makes parties worse off than if they were assigned an agent at random and, conditional on

engaging in agent-selection, both parties could improve their outcome by selecting a less

aggressive agent.
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The Agent-Selection Dilemma in Distributive Bargaining

Introduction

Bargaining is a common aspect of contracting, economic exchange, and dispute

resolution, with a rich history in both theoretical and experimental research (Güth,

Schmittberger, & Schwarze, 1982; Nash, 1950). Experiments have largely characterized and

tested the behavior of people engaging in negotiations and ultimatum games on their own

behalf. In practice, however, bargaining is frequently conducted through agents rather than

by the principals themselves (Mnookin & Susskind, 1999; Schotter, Zheng, & Snyder, 2000).

The principal-agent relationship creates a well-studied challenge, which is that the interests

and incentives of the agent may not be aligned with those of the principal whom he or she

represents (Ross, 1973). In this paper, we examine the consequences of a distinct, important,

and thus far under-explored, feature of the principal-agent relationship: the process of

selecting an agent for representation from a set of possible agents.

The step of agent-selection precedes any task that is conducted through intermediaries.

In the simplest case, principals may use the first agent they encounter or the only agent

available to them. However, in many cases, particularly those involving high stakes,

principals may be motivated to seek out and interact with multiple agents prior to selecting

one. These prospective agents will typically exhibit variance in their beliefs about the

outcome they can achieve on the principal’s behalf. For example, personal injury lawyers

may differ in the settlement amount they claim can be achieved if they are retained. Having

courted the set of potential agents who vary in their beliefs and claims, and perhaps

considering other criteria, principals then must select one of these agents to represent them.

We hypothesize that principals select overly aggressive agents to their own detriment

when engaging in this agent-selection process. Specifically, we posit that the principal tends

to select an agent who holds beliefs about fair and achievable bargaining outcomes that are

skewed in favor of the principal’s position, and more so than the pool of possible agents in
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general. As a consequence, the selected agents who ultimately meet at the bargaining table

are particularly polarized in what they believe a fair resolution would be. With both

opposing agents then believing that their walkaway option is more favorable than what the

other party is offering, negotiations are more likely to end in impasse, imposing costly

consequences on both parties.

In a large, multi-role, pre-registered experiment, we find evidence of these

agent-selection dynamics and show how they can negatively affect bargaining outcomes by

inflating impasse rates. Further, we find that both parties would be better off if they selected

the first agent that they arbitrarily saw, rather than engaging in this deliberative (but

biased), agent-selection process, which raises the question of why people may nonetheless

engage in such agent-selection in the real world. In ex-post equilibrium analysis, we find that

the strategic incentives mirror that of a prisoner’s dilemma: while both parties would be

better off choosing the first agent that they arbitrarily see (“cooperating”), the sole Nash

equilibrium is to engage in deliberate agent-selection (“defecting”). This result is consistent

with evidence from the field, where retaining lawyers often leads to worse outcomes for both

parties than not retaining lawyers—but where a single party doing so greatly benefits at the

others’ expense (Ashenfelter, Bloom, & Dahl, 2013). Finally, we show that the problem with

agent-selection is that principals on both sides choose agents who are too aggressive. That is,

conditional on engaging in agent-selection, principals choose someone who makes claims and

offers that are more “favorable” to their position than does the ex-post optimal agent. In our

study, the best outcome for both parties is achieved if they engaged in agent-selection but

then select less aggressive agents—irrespective of what the other party chooses to do.

Costly impasse has been widely documented across a wide-variety of managerial

domains, including contractual negotiations, collective bargaining agreements, and

malpractice disputes (Ashenfelter & Currie, 1990; Card, 1990; Kennan & Wilson, 1990).

Some impasses lead to foregone gains, as mutually beneficial exchanges fail to materialize,
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and others lead to costly, ongoing disputes. In 2016, Plaintiffs and Defendants in tort claims

alone paid $135 billion in legal fees, amounting to approximately a third of the total cost of

torts (U.S. Chamber Institute for Legal Reform, 2018). In this paper, we present evidence

that the agent-selection process may contribute to the high incidence rate of such costly

impasse.

Related Literature

The behavioral and strategic dynamics of bargaining have long been of interest to

management science (Gächter & Riedl, 2005; Harsanyi & Selten, 1972; Nagarajan & Bassok,

2005; Rangaswamy & Shell, 1997; Samuelson, 1980; Shachat & Swarthout, 2013; Shachat &

Tan, 2014; Tang, Bearden, & Tsetlin, 2009). More recent work has focused on how

bargaining affects supply chain coordination and efficiency (Davis & Hyndman, 2019, 2020;

Haruvy, Katok, & Pavlov, 2020; Leider & Lovejoy, 2016). In this paper, we complement past

research by examining a novel aspect of agency and how it relates to distributive bargaining.

The theoretical literature on principal-agent relationships has emphasized the challenge

of aligning interests through incentives (Grossman & Hart, 1983; Ross, 1973). The

experimental study of principal-agent problems, however, has taken a different direction.

Rather than exploring the extent to which a more informed agent can be incentivized to act

in the principal’s interest, studies in the laboratory have tested the social and psychological

effects of agency itself. For example, researchers have found that when representing the

interests of another person (as opposed to representing their own interests), women

anticipate and face less social “backlash” (i.e., dislike) for exhibiting assertiveness

(Amanatullah & Morris, 2010; Amanatullah & Tinsley, 2013). In the setting of a dictator

game, research has found that agents implement more selfish decisions on behalf of the

principal than do the principals themselves (Hamman, Loewenstein, & Weber, 2010).

Principals benefit further because third parties tend to punish the agent who implemented

the selfish choice rather than the principal who benefited from it (Bartling & Fischbacher,
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2012). Selfish actions are punished less—and generous actions are rewarded less—if

implemented through an intermediary rather than by the principal directly (Coffman, 2011).

Even when the principal acts on their own behalf, merely receiving nonbinding advice to

implement a selfish option reduces third party perception of their selfishness and culpability

(Coffman & Gotthard-Real, 2019).

In past research on the ultimatum game, agents acting on behalf of ultimatum senders

made more generous offers than the senders themselves, and ultimatum receivers were more

likely to accept them (Fershtman & Gneezy, 2001). When agents competed to be hired as

representatives in an ultimatum game, they strategically communicated lower offers than

they implemented after being hired (Choy, Hamman, King, & Weber, 2016). The same

study, notably, also found that the hired agents’ offers were more generous than what the

principals implemented on their own. Contrary to our hypothesis, this might suggest that

agents reduce impasse rates. However, in the context of a distributive bargaining game,

agents negotiating on behalf of principals have been found to be less likely to reach

agreement than principals negotiating with each other directly (Schotter, Zheng, & Snyder,

2000). This finding held irrespective of whether agents received a share of the realized

surplus or a fixed payment for reaching an agreement. Moreover, merely being placed into

the role of an agent does not reduce bias (Melnikoff & Strohminger, 2020), suggesting that

agents may be just as susceptible as principals to self-serving interpretations of information

and fairness (Babcock, Loewenstein, Issacharoff, & Camerer, 1995). Indeed, delegating a task

to an agent may increase bias (Burson, Faro, & Rottenstreich, 2010 for such a demonstration

outside of the context of bargaining). However, these comparisons are without consideration

of the selection of agents and its potential consequences for competitive and cooperative

interactions, which we study here.

When agents compete to be hired, it can lead to a market with agents who simply

present information that confirms the principal’s priors, thereby delivering the news she most
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wishes to receive (see Cummins & Nyman, 2013 for a theoretical approach). Evidence from

the laboratory indeed suggests that some principals prefer to hire agents who withhold

information about the negative externalities of the choices the principals make (Shalvi,

Soraperra, van der Weele, & Villeval, 2019). Reliance on an agent may thus serve as a

strategy to avoid information that the principal would prefer not to have (Golman,

Hagmann, & Loewenstein, 2017). This desire for good news may also affect the selection of

agents on the basis of what they project they can achieve on the principal’s behalf.

Taken together, previous work illustrates how behavior and the perceptions of behavior

shift as a function of whether a principal acts on her own behalf or whether she is

represented by an agent. However, a notable gap in this discussion is the fact that agents in

the real world are endogenously selected from a pool of contenders and little is known about

how such agent selection affects bargaining. While some studies have involved the choice of

agents (Hamman, Loewenstein, & Weber, 2010), none have examined the role that agent

selection may play in inflating impasse rates and undermining bargaining performance.

This paper contributes to the literature in three ways. First, it provides an important

step towards understanding a fundamental aspect of bargaining through agents, namely, that

the agents are selected from a pool of possible agents, which may have repercussions for

bargaining performance and outcomes. Second, it provides a new methodological approach

for examining multi-role, multi-stage bargaining processes that enables researchers to

examine counterfactual outcomes. Third, it raises important questions of whether the

seemingly inflated impasse rates observed in the real-world may be at least partially

explained by whom principals are choosing to represent them.

Study Overview

We present results from a large, preregistered experiment (n = 896) in which

participants read material from a real personal injury lawsuit (Babcock, Loewenstein,
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Issacharoff, & Camerer, 1995). Participants are randomly assigned in a 2x2 experiment to

one of two parties (Plaintiff or Defendant) and one of two roles (Principal or Agent). All

parties read identical case materials and learn that they will participate in an ultimatum

settlement negotiation. Principals observe non-binding signals from five prospective agents

about the outcome the agents think they can achieve if they are hired, and choose one as

their representative. Prospective Agents, prior to learning whether they had been selected,

submit an ultimatum offer and rejection threshold for a settlement offer. Only selected

Agents are matched with each other and if the offer is rejected, the decision of a neutral

third party (a real-world retired judge) will be implemented, along with a symmetric penalty

representing the cost of delay and litigation.

A key feature of our design is that it allows us to simulate what the bargaining

outcome would have been, had the Principal selected a different Agent. We can then

compare the realized outcomes, where both parties engage in agent-selection, against the

counterfactuals of when one or both Principals instead select the first agent they arbitraily

see (which we will refer to as random agent selection). This counterfactual analysis helps us

identify the consequences of two-sided agent-selection in our bargaining study. Our results

show a prisoner’s dilemma: both parties would be better off if they could ‘coordinate’ on

randomly selecting an agent, but each party has an incentive to ‘defect’ and engage in

deliberate agent selection.

Our experiment further allows us to calculate whether, conditional on agent selection,

principals are choosing the ex-post optimal agent. We predict and find that principals on

both sides tend to choose an agent who is more favorable to their position than the agent

who would have maximized their expected earnings. Unlike the decision of whether to

engage in agent selection in the first place, Principals could deviate unilaterally and improve

their earnings.

We show that Agents who achieve the optimal outcome predict the judge’s ruling
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accurately on average. In contrast, Agents overall form polarized beliefs, with those aiming

to represent the Plaintiffs forecasting a higher verdict than those aiming to represent the

Defendant. Moreover, the Agents who get selected by the Principals hold even more

polarized beliefs than either the Agents overall or the Principals whom they represent. This

agent polarization through selection has the detrimental effect of greatly increasing the rate

of reaching costly impasse.

Open Science Statement

We report all data exclusions, all manipulations, and all measures in the studies.

Screen captures of the experimental materials are available in the Supplementary Materials.

The complete data as well as the code to reproduce all statistical analyses and figures in the

manuscript are available via OSF.1 The preregistration report is available via AsPredicted.2

Experimental Design

We recruited participants via an online labor market (Amazon Mechanical Turk) in

two stages. In the first stage, we recruited participants for the role of Agents (lawyers) and

randomly assigned them to represent the Plaintiff or the Defendant. In the second stage, we

recruited new participants for the role of Principals and randomly assigned them to be

Plaintiffs or Defendants. Principals observed decisions made by Agents and we therefore

conducted these two stages sequentially. The study took place on two consecutive days in

November of 2019. Each participant received a fixed payment of $1, a fixed incentive of $1

for passing a comprehension check and advancing to the main part of the study, plus any

additional earnings from the experiment. The median completion time was approximately 30

minutes and participants who passed the comprehension check and completed the full study

earned an average of $4.69.
1https://osf.io/s6kaz/?view_only=b98edbd7c87a4029b5c5ee8a38163602
2http://aspredicted.org/blind.php?x=r95qv5

https://osf.io/s6kaz/?view_only=b98edbd7c87a4029b5c5ee8a38163602
http://aspredicted.org/blind.php?x=r95qv5
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Agents. Participants in the first stage were randomly assigned to the side of the

Plaintiff or the Defendant and learned that they were competing with four other participants

to be hired as an attorney. If they were hired, they would receive an additional $1 bonus and

would be matched with an Agent for the opposing party who was selected via the same

process, making them eligible for additional earnings. The hiring decision would be made by

new participants in the role of either Plaintiff or Defendant. Prospective Agents could send

one (non-binding) signal to the Principals: the outcome of a distributive bargaining game

they believe they could achieve on the principal’s behalf.

Participants then read materials related to a personal injury lawsuit, taken from

Babcock, Loewenstein, Issacharoff, and Camerer (1995).3 The case materials consisted of 10

documents containing a rich set of information: the Plaintiff’s initial claim, the Defendant’s

response, both of their court testimonies, the testimonies of experts and witnesses, and their

respective driving records. After reading all materials, participants answered five

comprehension check questions about the content, which were identical across the roles.

Participants who did not answer all five questions correctly on either the first or second

attempt were excluded from the study and we did not collect further information from them.

Next, participants sent to the Principal the outcome they believe they could achieve if

they were hired as their Agent (agents’ signals). Specifically, they submitted an amount

between $0 and $100,000. They were reminded that this information would be communicated

to a Principal who would choose one of five Agents based only this information.

After submitting the signal, without forewarning, they received an additional bonus

opportunity to estimate the ruling of a real, neutral judge on this court case (beliefs about

fair outcome). Participants could earn an additional 50 cents if they were within $5,000 of

what the judge had ruled after reviewing the same case materials.
3We are grateful to the authors for sharing with us the case materials.
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Finally, we introduced participants to the ultimatum negotiation game. They were

reminded that, if they were hired by a Principal, they would be matched with another

participant who had been hired as an Agent for the opposing side. Either they or the other

Agent would then get to make a settlement offer to the other party, who got to decide

whether to accept or reject the offer. If the offer is accepted, the case is considered “settled”

and the earnings for both parties will be a function of the offered settlement. If the offer is

rejected, the case would go to the judge who’s ruling they had just estimated. The judge’s

ruling would determine the outcome, but both parties would further incur a 30% penalty to

represent the cost of litigation. The payoffs for the two Agents were as follows:

πSettlement =


Settlement Amount

20,000 , for Plaintiff

4 − Settlement Amount
20,000 , for Defendant

πImpasse =


Judge’s Ruling

20,000 × 0.7, for Plaintiff(
4 − Judge’s Ruling

20,000

)
× 0.7, for Defendant

Only later would it be randomly determined which party would be the ultimatum giver

and which the ultimatum receiver. Therefore, participants had to make two bargaining

decisions: (1) They proposed a settlement amount in case they were selected to make the

ultimatum offer, and (2) they selected a rejection threshold representing the lowest (Plaintiff)

or highest (Defendant) amount they would accept in a settlement offer from the other side.

The judge’s decision was $30,560 (as reported in Babcock, Loewenstein, Issacharoff, &

Camerer, 1995), which was not revealed to participants until the very end of the study. The

experiment then concluded with basic demographic questions (gender, age, ethnicity, and

education).
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Principals. Participants in the roles of Principals were randomly assigned to the side

of Plaintiff or Defendant. They were informed about their role and that they would get to

hire an Agent from among five previous participants who had read the identical case

materials they will be reading and passed the same comprehension check on these

instructions as they will see. Moreover, participants were informed about the prospective

Agents’ incentives, that is a fixed $1 bonus from the experimenter for getting hired and

identical earnings from the negotiation as the principals who hire them. We then presented

participants with the materials from the case and excluded those who did not answer the

five-item comprehension check correctly on either the first or the second attempt.

Participants then received information about the nature of the ultimatum negotiation

game, along with the signals sent by five participants from the previous stage. We ordered

them from the lowest to the highest proposed outcome and referred to them as “Lawyer A”

through “Lawyer E.” Note that for Plaintiffs, Lawyer E provided the estimate that was most

favorable to their side (the highest outcome), while for Defendants, the most favorable

estimate came from Lawyer A (the lowest outcome). To ensure participants observed a

representative sample of Agents, we partitioned the prospective Agents into five quintiles on

the basis of the signal they had sent to the Principal and selected one Agent at random from

each quintile.4

After the principals had selected an Agent, there was a final bonus opportunity,

without forewarning: they could earn a 50 cent bonus for estimating the judge’s ruling

within $5,000. This provided us with an estimate of what they believe a “fair” outcome

would be, after observing the signals from prospective Agents. The survey concluded with

the same basic demographic questions we asked of the prospective Agents.

Matching. We randomly paired selected Agents and further randomly picked one of

them to be the ultimatum giver and the other to be the ultimatum taker. Selected Agents
4We show the ranges covered by each quintile for the respective parties in the Supplementary Information,

Figure A1.
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were paid based on the outcome and the Principals whom they represented received identical

earnings. Because these pairings are done at random, we can reduce the noise in our

measurement for the purpose of analysis by calculating the expected earnings for each Agent,

rather than the earnings from the realized pairing. All our analysis are based on these

expected earnings.

Results

We recruited 511 participants for the role of Agents. Of those, 39 did not pass the

comprehension check and 50 provided an inconsistent offer in the ultimatum negotiation

game.5 As preregistered, these participants were excluded, leaving us with 422 Agents. The

following day, we recruited 504 new participants for the role of Principals. Of those, 30 failed

the comprehension check, leaving us with a final sample size of 474 Principals.

Negotiation Outcomes. To estimate the effect of the agent selection process on

negotiation outcomes, we compare the average earnings for Plaintiffs and Defendants under

two scenarios. First, we consider an outcome in which all possible Agents were selected

exactly once. This is equivalent to a participant retaining an Agent at random or the

real-world equivalent of retaining the first Agent she encounters. We pair every Agent for the

Plaintiff against every Agent for the Defendant twice, once using their decision as the

ultimatum giver and once using their decision as the ultimatum taker. We then average the

earnings across all these pairs, providing us with the expected earnings for each Agent,

conditional on neither party engaging in agent selection. Although the Principals in our

experiment did not have the option to forgo the agent-selection process, this random pairing

allows us to establish an benchmark for evaluating their performance with deliberate choice.

Second, we repeat the process above for the universe of selected Agents. Agents were

selected for display with replacement and therefore, an agent could have been selected by
5An inconsistent offer is one in which the rejection threshold is such that they would reject the offer they

themselves have made. The Agent for the Plaintiff, for example, might have offered a settlement of $40,000,
but said she would reject any offer less than $50,000.
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more than one Principal. Agents who were never selected by a Principal receive no weight in

this analysis, whereas Agents who were selected by multiple Principals are included the

respective number of times. This provides us with expected earnings conditional on both

parties engaging in agent selection.6

We show the average earnings for all Agents as well as for selected Agents in the top

panel of Figure 1 (we return to optimal Agents in a later section). The left two bars show

the average earnings for the Plaintiffs when neither party engages in agent selection (blue

bar) and when both parties do (orange). Agent selection decreases earnings for the Plaintiff

by 5%, from $1.24, to $1.18 (t(448) = 6.74, p < .001). The same finding holds for

Defendants, whose earnings also decline by 5% with agent selection, from $1.97 to $1.87

(t(400) = 5.38, p < .001). The agent selection process makes both parties worse off than if

had they retained an Agent at random. This result is driven by a higher rate of impasse

among selected agents (79%) than agents overall (65%).

Beliefs About Fair Outcome. We next look at what may be driving the worse

outcomes among the selected Agents: polarized beliefs about what the judge in the case

would decide. The bottom panel of Figure 1 shows the average private (and separately

incentivized) estimate of the judge’s ruling. We show the judge’s ruling of $30,560 with a

dotted line. Comparing the two blue bars, we see that agents overall hold polarized beliefs.

Agents for the Plaintiff estimate a decision by the judge that is more favorable to the

Plaintiff (higher) than do Agents for the Defendant ($32,652 versus $25,343, t(420) = 3.55,

p < .001). The judge’s ruling is moreover lower than the estimate of the Agents for the

Plaintiffs, though not significantly so (t(224) = 1.46, p = .147), and higher than the estimate

of the Defendant’s agents (t(196) = −3.56, p < .001).
6Consistent with our preregistered exclusion criterion for the analysis of all Agents, we exclude the 44

observations where Principals selected an Agent who exhibited misunderstanding of the ultimatum game
in their ultimatum offer and rejection threshold. Since Principals did not observe the Agents’ bargaining
decisions, they could not have inferred this error. All our results are robust to including these inconsistent
Agents and the Principals who chose them.
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Figure 1 . Both Plaintiffs and Defendants do worse with selected Agents than with Agents
selected at random. Agent selection could improve outcomes if people selected optimally
(Top Panel). Worse outcomes correspond with increasingly polarized beliefs about what a
fair outcome would be (i.e., their estimate of the judge’s decision). Selected Agents from
each side hold more polarized beliefs than do Agents from each side overall, while optimally
selected Agents from each side hold beliefs that do not differ from one another (Bottom
Panel). The dashed line shows the judge’s decision.
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Notably, there is no significant interaction between the role of Plaintiff and Defendant

and the role of Principal and Agent: that is, Agents overall are just as polarized as the

Principals they seek to represent (b = 2, 556.32, 95% CI [−2, 589.00, 7, 701.64], t(892) = 0.98,

p = .330). However, belief polarization is larger among selected Agents. The

Plaintiff-Defendant belief gap is significantly larger among the selected Agents than among

all potential Agents (b = 8, 375.30, 95% CI [3, 143.47, 13, 607.12], t(848) = 3.14, p = .002)

and even among the Principals themselves (b = 5, 818.98, 95% CI [1, 146.06, 10, 491.89],

t(900) = 2.44, p = .015). Therefore, the agent-selection process indeed leads to Agents with

more polarized beliefs sitting across the bargaining table from one another.

Agents’ Signals. When principals selected their Agent, they did so on the basis of a

non-binding signal, without knowing how the Agent would act in the negotiation. This

signal does not commit the Agent to any specific decision in the ultimatum game, which

raises the question of whether Agents send informative signals, or whether they engage in

cheap talk in the interest of being hired, only to act differently after being selected.

We find that the signals are indeed informative: both the ultimatum offer and the

rejection threshold are higher for Agents who sent a higher signal (i.e. communicated a

higher expected outcome) to the Principals (Table 1). The signal remains informative even

when controlling for the private estimate of the judge’s ruling. These results suggest that

Principals are in fact selecting Agents who genuinely believe that they can achieve more

favorable outcomes than others, causing them to subsequently make overly aggressive

ultimatum offers and rejection thresholds.
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Table 1
The non-binding signal prospective Agents send to the Principal correlates with their decisions in the ultimatum bargaining task.
This holds also after controlling for the private and separately incentivized belief about what the judge would decide.

Plaintiffs Defendants
Ultimatum Offer Rejection Threshold Ultimatum Offer Rejection Threshold

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 Model 8
Signal to
Client

0.568 0.367 0.473 0.267 0.651 0.281 0.798 0.269

(0.031) (0.037) (0.027) (0.029) (0.035) (0.056) (0.057) (0.095)
Estimate of
Judge’s
Ruling

0.398 0.407 0.425 0.607

(0.048) (0.038) (0.054) (0.091)
Constant 17141.803 12983.775 9099.883 4841.596 8144.555 4842.749 15617.668 10897.028

(1637.289) (1516.825) (1395.377) (1199.672) (991.393) (962.541) (1610.994) (1619.281)
Num.Obs. 225 225 225 225 197 197 197 197
R2 0.595 0.692 0.584 0.727 0.638 0.725 0.501 0.594
F 327.819 248.867 313.413 295.921 343.146 255.771 195.430 141.795
Parentheses show corresponding standard errors.
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Ex-Post Optimal Strategy for Principals. Recall that Principals observed a

representative set of five Agents from their respective side, with one Agent drawn from each

of the signal quintiles. We now derive the empirical optimal quintile for the Principals, using

the distribution of negotiation behavior by the Agents. Our design allows us to construct a

payoff table with the expected earnings from selecting each quintile, given the quintile

selected by the opposing Principal. We hypothesized systematic deviation from this rational

expectations benchmark (Aumann, 1976; Muth, 1961), making a preregistered prediction

that participants would choose from a quintile that is more favorable to their side than the

ex-post optimal choice.

Because each side in the dispute can select from one of five quintiles, there are 25

possible quintile pairings that can meet at the negotiation table. Each of those pairings will

have an expected payoff for the Plaintiff and the Defendant. Figure 2 shows the earnings for

all the possible pairings. Along the x-axis, we vary which quintile the Plaintiff selects from,

where a higher quintile corresponds to a higher signal, which is more favorable to the

Plaintiff. Along the y-axis, we vary the quintile selected by the Defendant. A higher quintile

similarly corresponds to a higher signal, but that is less favorable to the Defendant. Each

cell contains four numbers. On the top is the expected earnings for the Defendant (row

player), followed by the expected earnings for the Plaintiff (column player). Thus, the

top-left cell shows that if the Defendant chooses the Agent from the least favorable quintile

(5) and the Plaintiff chooses the Agent from the least favorable quintile (1), then the

Defendant earns on average $2.35 and the Plaintiff earns on average $1.05. The numbers in

parentheses below show the corresponding standard deviations. The shaded regions show the

strategies that are strictly dominated for the two parties. Solving this game results in a

unique, pure-strategy Nash Equilibrium, where the Defendant selects the 4th quintile (a less

favorable Agent than the median) and the Plaintiff selects the 3rd quintile (the median

Agent), shown in purple. This result provides a benchmark of “optimality” for quintile agent

selection. We do not expect participants to have perfectly anticipated the decisions of others,
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Figure 2 . Expected payoffs for the Plaintiff and the Defendant when choosing an agent from
each quintile, given each quintile the other party could have selected from. The first number
in each cell shows the earnings for the Defendant (row player), the second shows earnings for
the Plaintiff (column player). The numbers in parentheses below show the corresponding
standard deviations. This empirical payoff table allows us to determine the unique pure
strategy Nash Equilibrium: Plaintiffs should choose an agent from the third quintile and
Defendants should choose an agent from the fourth quintile. Strictly dominated options are
shaded in grey and the Nash Equilibrium is highlighted in purple.
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thereby deciphering these exact equilibrium dynamics. Rather, we compare the observed

behavior to this benchmark because it provides useful insight with respect to how participant

decisions are affecting bargaining outcomes.

Principal’s Choice of Agent. We now look at the choice the Principals made. As

predicted, Plaintiffs generally preferred an Agent who provided them with a high forecast:

48% selected an Agent who was among the two most favorable Agents (quintile 4 or 5).

Indeed, the average Agent chosen comes from a quintile that is significantly higher than the

ex-post optimal choice of 3 (t(238) = 6.56, p < .001). Defendants’ decision mirrored that of

the Plaintiffs: 71% of clients chose a lawyer who provided an estimate that was more

favorable than the 4th quintile ex-post optimal choice – that is from either quintiles 1, 2, or 3

(t(234) = −15.66, p < .001). As predicted, we see that Principals on both sides choose an

Agent who is more favorable to them than the ex-post optimal strategy suggests.7

Returning to our earlier Figure 1, we can now look at the subset of Agents who are in

the ex-post optimal quintiles (Optimal Agents, green bars). As should be the case, we

observe that both parties would achieve higher earnings if they selected from this quintile

than their actual choice (top panel). More interestingly, we see in the beliefs about the

judge’s ruling (bottom panel) that those of the optimal Agents are much less polarized than

any of the other comparisons, and in fact do not differ significantly from one another

($31,969 for Plaintiffs and $29,373 for Defendants, t(79) = 1.00, p = .318).

The Agent-Selection Dilemma. So far, we have shown that Principals could

increase their earnings if they both refrained from engaging in agent selection and that,

conditional on selecting Agents, they tend to choose an Agent who makes grander claims of

the outcome they can achieve than the ex-post optimal choice. In this section, we show one

potential reason for why people may nonetheless choose to engage in agent selection. In

particular, we propose that agent selection may be the result of a prisoner’s dilemma, where
7We show the distribution of choices for Plaintiffs and Defendants in the Supplementary Information,

Figure A2.
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random selection (i.e., hiring the first Agent one meets) represents a choice of cooperation

and agent selection represents a choice of defection. We construct a 2x2 payoff table for a

game in which each party decides whether to select an Agent at random from their set of

five, or whether to engage in the (biased) agent-selection process.

In this game, we observe a prisoner’s dilemma-like pressure away from random

selection towards agent selection. The payoff table is shown in Figure 3. Specifically, the

random-random pairing (top left) maximizes joint earnings, but both parties have an

incentive to engage in agent selection on the margin. Therefore, choosing an Agent is

advantageous when the other party selects at random (or hires the first Agent they see).

This incentive to defect yields an equilibrium outcome of both parties engaging in agent

selection (purple).

What if there were a third alternative to play in this game: employing the Agent from

the aforementioned optimal (more moderate) quintile? We find that this strategy strictly

dominates the behaviorally observed agent selection, as well as random agent selection, for

both parties. Even when one party chooses randomly, the other party is not better off trying

to take advantage of them by selecting an even more aggressive Agent than the empirically

optimal quintile indicates. Therefore, selecting such aggressive Agents truly appears to be a

mistake.

Conclusion

Many negotiations involve agents bargaining on behalf of others. While considerable

research has studied agency problems — whether the interests of the agent are aligned with

the interests of the principal they represent — the role that agent selection plays in

determining bargaining outcomes has received little scholarly attention. In this paper, we

examined whom principals choose to represent them in a pre-registered distributive

bargaining experiment and found that they systematically select overly aggressive agents.
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Figure 3 . In a game of choosing at random or selecting an Agent given our observed
distribution, the pure strategy Nash equilibrium is to engage in agent selection.
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Leveraging a novel design that allows us to calculate the counterfactual outcomes if

different agents had been selected, we show that principals choose agents who provide them

with a forecasted outcome that is more favorable to their position than does the ex-post

optimal agent. The agents who are selected hold more polarized beliefs about what a fair

outcome would be than do agents overall. As a result, the impasse rate increases and

earnings for both parties decline compared to the ex-post optimal choice.

We also compared actual agent selection against a strategy in which the principal hires

the first agent she arbitrarily meets (which we refer to as random agent selection), revealing

a prisoner’s dilemma. Surprisingly, in our data both parties would benefit from both

implementing random agent selection (“cooperate, cooperate”) relative to both engaging in

deliberate agent selection (“defect, defect”). But, conditional on their opposition

implementing random agent selection, both parties can increase their earnings by engaging in

deliberate agent selection. This may explain why agent selection is common in real world

settings, despite evidence that both parties are worse off when both retain bargaining agents

(Ashenfelter, Bloom, & Dahl, 2013).

Our findings complement past work on bargaining in management science by isolating

a fundamental, but thus far unexplored, aspect of bargaining through agents: agent selection.

In practice, agents are often selected from a pool of possible agents and we show that this

dynamic can have downstream effects on bargaining performance and outcomes. We further

introduce a methodology for examining counterfactual outcomes in multi-role, multi-stage

bargaining. This leverages the strengths of a laboratory experiment, as such counterfactuals

are unobservable in the real world. Finally, our results shed light on when and how

principals’ agent-selection decisions may backfire by increasing the incidence of costly

impasse. This work raises important questions of whether the high rates of impasse observed

in the real-world may be at least partially explained by whom principals are choosing to

represent them, namely, overly aggressive agents.
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Our work also connects with and contributes to an ongoing stream of research on how

advisor confidence affects advisee judgment and decision-making. Advisors who express more

confidence are more likely to be listened to (Sniezek & Van Swol, 2001) and advice delivered

with confidence is less likely to be checked for accuracy (Sah, Moore, & MacCoun, 2013).

Advisees tend to assume that a more confident advisor makes more categorically correct

judgments and is more knowledgeable (Price & Stone, 2004). Advisors may, therefore,

express excessive confidence in the interest of being listening to, chosen, or held in high

esteem (Radzevick & Moore, 2011; Van Zant, 2021). However, this miscalibration can cause

overconfident advisors to lose credibility (Tenney, Spellman, & MacCoun, 2008), but this

repercussion manifests only if there is feedback and information such that this

advisor-miscalibration is clearly discernable from the perspective of the advisee (Sah, Moore,

& MacCoun, 2013). In our paper, overconfidence emerges in the belief extremity of selected

agents, akin to the type of overconfidence dubbed as overestimation by Moore and Healy

(2008). We build on this past work by considering advisors in the form of agents, showing

how a two-sided selection process, with natural variation in agent beliefs, is sufficient to

generate situations in which the agents at a bargaining table overestimate their respective

positions, which may cause negotiations to be overly contentious.

In this paper, we have focused on a simple setting with common information, aligned

incentives, and an ultimatum bargaining task to isolate a particular dynamic. This approach

may be conservative in examining the dynamics and repercussions of bargaining polarization

through agent selection. For example, in richer settings principals might reason that agents

with more optimistic beliefs have more accurate private information or are better

experienced negotiators, even as this need not be true. Further, our setting allowed little in

the way of salesmanship by potential agents. In the real world, potential agents may engage

in a rich set of behaviors to convey their confidence and optimism regarding the outcomes

that a principal can expect. Past work has suggests that individuals who are able to engage

in self-delusion may be more likely to convince others (Schwardmann & van der Weele, 2019),
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and competitive environments may further select for such individuals (Schwardmann,

Tripodi, & van der Weele, 2019). On the other hand, for bargaining that plays out over

longer time horizons and with richer avenues for communication, one might observe agents

that use misleading initial expectations to get selected and then, post-selection, use

subsequent communication to temper the expectations of the principal. However, in our

view, these effects would exist in addition to the agent-selection dynamic that we studied

here, as we found that the selected agents in our study genuinely held biased, polarized

beliefs about what a fair outcome would be.

While our study took place in a particular context, the insight that the agent-selection

process can increase the likelihood of downstream impasse is general. Organizational and

group processes may involve the implicit or explicit selection of a leader or spokesperson who

holds a more extreme view than the average member of the group, in the interest of seeking

strong advocacy. This dynamic may lead to excessive conflict when needing to coordinate

across groups, within or between firms. Similarly, in the political domain, voters elect

representatives on the basis of their claims of what they can achieve in office. Much like how

our selected agents hold more polarized beliefs about the judge’s ruling in the legal setting,

elected officials and other elites may be more polarized in their policy attitudes than the

pool of potential candidates in general. Such polarization may then drive legislative gridlock

(Hetherington & Rudolph, 2015).

Selecting agents to act on our behalf is at the core of many high-stakes decisions across

a variety of managerial and consumer settings. For good reason, then, the principal-agent

incentive misalignment problem has been established as a fundamental topic across the fields

of management and economics. Our aim here was to show that the process of agent selection

may be similarly fundamental in shaping the outcomes that end up materializing on the

principals’ behalf. While aligning incentives between principals and agents is amenable to

intervention by deliberate policymakers (e.g. requiring disclosure of conflicts of interest or
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outright prohibiting activity that may result therein Lo & Field, 2009), the agent-selection

process may be ripe with motivated reasoning and other established behavioral phenomena

that may require new interventions to address. Given the substantial real-world costs

resulting from unnecessary impasse, mitigating the agent-selection dilemma could

substantially reduce deadweight loss and improve outcomes for all parties.
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Appendix A

Supplementary Information

Defendant

Plaintiff

$0k $25k $50k $75k $100k

Projected Outcome Submitted to Principals

Figure A1 . Prospective Agents were split into five quintiles based on the outcome they
submitted to the Principal. The least favorable quintile for Plaintiffs (lower amounts are
worse) covered a range of projected outcomes approximately equivalent to the three most
favorable quintiles for the Defendant (lower is better). Thus, the signals observed by the
Plaintiffs and the Defendants differed substantially.
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Figure A2 . Principals could select one of five agents, ranging from least favorable (Quintile 1
for Plaintiff, Quintile 5 for Defendant) to most favorable (Quintile 5 for Plaintiff, Quintile 1
for Defendant). The ex-post optimal choice is the Median Agent for the Plaintiff and the
Less Favorable Agent for the Defendnat.
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1) Have any data been collected for this study already?

No, no data have been collected for this study yet.

2) What's the main question being asked or hypothesis being tested in this study?

We hypothesize for agents (Stage 1): (1) agents for the plaintiffs submit projected outcomes of a lawsuit to their clients that are higher than do agents for

the defendants; (2) agents for the plaintiffs predict that a neutral judge would issue a higher ruling than do agents for the defendants; (3) more aggressive
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where “1” is the least favorable quintile (lowest projected outcome for the plaintiff’s agent; highest projected outcome for the defendant’s agent) and “5”

is the most favorable quintile. (5) is an integer from -4 to +4 representing the difference between the chosen quintile and the optimal quintile, such that

“+2” means that someone chose quintile 5 (the most favorable) when it would have been optimal for them to choose quintile 3. (6) The impasse rate is the

percentage of times a selected agent would have failed to settle against the universe of lawyers who were selected by clients of the other side. Agents who

were selected by multiple clients receive weight in proportion to how frequently they were chosen.

4) How many and which conditions will participants be assigned to?

Participants in Stage 1 are randomly assigned to the roles of potential agents for the Plaintiff and potential agents for the Defendant. Participants in Stage 2

are randomly assigned to the roles of Plaintiff and Defendant.

5) Specify exactly which analyses you will conduct to examine the main question/hypothesis.

We test hypotheses (1, 2, 7) using a t-test, comparing the means between (agents for) the Plaintiff and the Defendant. We test hypotheses (3)a and (3)b

using with repeated measures correlations tests. We test hypothesis (4) using OLS where the RHS variable is an indicator for the quintile the agent was

drawn from (continuous 1-5) and the LHS variable is an indicator that is “1” if the agent was chosen and “0” otherwise. We cluster standard errors for each

agent. We test (5) with a t-test comparing the difference to the optimal quintile, such that rejecting zero and a positive coefficient implies an error of

choosing a more favorable agent. Finally, we test (6) by comparing the probability of settlement given the chosen agent, compared to the optimal agent.

6) Describe exactly how outliers will be defined and handled, and your precise rule(s) for excluding observations.

We include an identical 5-item comprehension check on the materials related to the lawsuit in both stages of the experiment. We exclude all participants

who do not answer all questions correctly on either the first or the second try and do not collect any further responses from them. Moreover, for agents

only, we exclude agents for the Plaintiff (Defendant) who report an acceptance threshold in the ultimatum offer that is higher (lower) than the offer they

are willing to make – that is, they indicate rejecting an offer that is at least as good as the offer they themselves are making.

7) How many observations will be collected or what will determine sample size? No need to justify decision, but be precise about exactly how the

number will be determined.

We recruit 500 participants for Stage 1 and 500 participants for Stage 2 via Amazon Mechanical Turk. If more than 100 participants are excluded in any one

stage, we will recruit an additional 50 participants at a time until we have at least 400 participants in that stage.

8) Anything else you would like to pre-register? (e.g., secondary analyses, variables collected for exploratory purposes, unusual analyses planned?)

Stage 1 (Agents) and Stage 2 (Clients) will take place sequentially. We conclude the survey with basic demographic questions for descriptive purposes but

register no hypotheses regarding these questions.
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Appendix B

Experimental Materials

Agents

The following figures show the materials for the role of an agent for the Plaintiff.

Defendants observed nearly identical materials, except that the text refers to their role as

Defendant.

Figure B1 . Introduction to the survey for agents.
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Figure B2 . Agents learn about the setting.
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Figure B3 . Agents learn about the structure of the experiment.
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Figure B4 . Information about the incentive for reading comprehension.

Figure B5 . Information about the incentive for the negotiation.
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Figure B6 . Introduction to case materials.
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Figure B7 . Case materials: Document 1 of 10.
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Figure B8 . Case materials: Document 2 of 10.
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Figure B9 . Case materials: Document 3 of 10.
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Figure B10 . Case materials: Document 3 of 10 (continued).
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Figure B11 . Case materials: Document 3 of 10 (continued)
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Figure B12 . Case materials: Document 4 of 10.
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Figure B13 . Case materials: Document 4 of 10 (continued).
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Figure B14 . Case materials: Document 4 of 10 (continued).
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Figure B15 . Case materials: Document 4 of 10.
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Figure B16 . Case materials: Document 5 of 10.
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Figure B17 . Case materials: Document 5 of 10 (continued).
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Figure B18 . Case materials: Document 6 of 10.
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Figure B19 . Case materials: Document 6 of 10 (continued).
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Figure B20 . Case materials: Document 7 of 10.
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Figure B21 . Case materials: Document 8 of 10.
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Figure B22 . Case materials: Document 9 of 10.
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Figure B23 . Case materials: Document 10 of 10.
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Figure B24 . Comprehension check questions.

Figure B25 . Displayed to participants who passed the comprehension check.
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Figure B26 . Agents are reminded of their incentive for being hired and make a settlement
proposal to the principals.
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Figure B27 . Incentivized estimate of the neutral judge’s ruling.
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Figure B28 . Explanation of the settlement negotiation (the Ultimatum Negotiation Game).
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Figure B29 . Elicitation of the ultimatum offer and the rejection threshold.
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Figure B30 . Demographic questions.
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Figure B31 . Concluding information.
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Principals

The following figures show the materials for the role of Defendant. Plaintiffs observed

nearly identical materials, except that the text refers to their role as Plaintiff. We skip the

screens relating to the case materials and the comprehension check, which were identical to

those shown to the Agents.

Figure B32 . Introduction to the survey for principals.
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Figure B33 . Principals are assigned to their role.
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Figure B34 . Description of their roles and structure of the experiment.
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Figure B35 . Description of incentives.

Figure B36 . Introduction to case materials. Following this screen, participants read the
identical case materials and answer the identical comprehension-check questions as did the
Agents.
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Figure B37 . Principals receive information about 5 agents. Participants who did not pass
the comprehension check were excluded and did not advance to this screen.
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Figure B38 . Principals select an agent to represent them.
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Figure B39 . Principals estimate the judge’s ruling.
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Figure B40 . Demographic questions and conclusion.
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